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BLESSING BEFORE BIRTH

[A Special Offering by Babaji Shivakumar Belavadi -, Bangalore, India
exclusively for PPN Practitioners]

Introduction:
BLESSING BEOFRE BIRTH is a unique program in which participants are taken on a
journey of empowerment. This is a golden opportunity for Pre & Perinatal
Educators, Psychologists, Practitioner and Aspirants to discover the miracles of the
WOMB in the light Ancient Wisdom of Indian Scriptures.
The modern world is only beginning to know what the ancients have always known
and practiced. In fact, they also left this treasure trove in the form of scriptures, that
when decoded, unleash a completely new dimension to the meaning and purpose of
human life. The participants of OBBB receive a golden opportunity to imbibe and
appreciate the essence of all scriptures and practices, pertaining to ancient wisdom
irrespective of the ethnicity or geography it originates from!
Prenatal Education goes beyond a career – it is a dedication and a movement that
can change the world we live in! Many parents have received the benefits from
OBBB program and practices. Thriving babies make happy and strong families!!!
Every human being is entitled to “Blessing Before Birth” and it is only the PPN
fraternity that can deliver this!!!
What is covered in the BBB program:
1. An introduction to the Basics of Indian Spirituality - This will in turn enable
participants to explore and study further on the subject, if desired, with ease
and confidence
2. Knowledge of GARBHA VIJNANA - Ancient Indian Spiritual Womb Science
which enhances the understanding of modern PPN sciences
3. An appreciation of the OBBB [Omnio Blessing Before Birth] practices – This is a
fine blend of Vedic and Tantra practices to harness energy in the PPN stages.
What a Participant will get:
1. A guided introduction of the Ancient Indian Scriptures covering Prenatal and
Perinatal Education
2. A Certificate of Completion issued to participants by Omnio Future
3. An option to take up OBBB [Omnio Blessing Before Birth] practices along with
their PPN practice.
4. An option to independently take up other advanced programs of Omnio
Future
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Babaji - The Mentor:
Babaji aka Shivakumar Belavadi - PPNE, HMCT, is an Author & Educator of Ancient
Indian Spiritual Sciences [Womb Science, Astro Psychology, Didactics, Mathetics]. He
is fondly called Babaji, which is a word used to denote a fatherly figure. He is the
creator and mentor of Omnio Blessing Before Birth.
He is an initiate of the Shivanetra lineage; an ancient spiritual lineage of India. He
has attained Masters Qualification in Astrology (Jyotisha Acharya). Thereafter,
under the guidance of his Guru Maa Skandameera, he has engendered a fusion of
Astrology and Garbha Vijnana. He is the author of "ABHIMANYU EFFECT" &
"HANDBOOK OF PRENATAL AND INFANT DEVELOPMENT".
He is the Managing Trustee of the Shivanetra Trust. The Trust primarily focuses on
imparting learning and the spreading of ancient Indian Wisdom and its expressions
through modern sciences based on a Holistic understanding of a Human Being and
the linkages with the Universe through both the Vedantic and Tantric approaches.
Babaji has worked on spiritual nuances of the Sri Yantra and developed a unique
methodology called Lahari. He has also been deeply involved in the development of
Omnio Future. He has pioneered a campaign called EMBED with a vision of
Empowering a Million Babies through Education. He has reinvented a subconscious
assessment for children on the basis of an ancient Vedic science called Udbhavana.
He has constructed a Global Education and Oneness Curriculum which is in use at
Omnio Learning Centers. He is a Mentor for pre-and perinatal education at these
learning centers for unborn children and infants.
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Structure of the program:
The program is structured over 3 full days between 21st and 23rd September 2018,
between 8.00 am to 4.30 pm. In the course of a day, there will be 3 Sessions, each of
2/2.5 hours duration. The exact duration of a session may vary up to 30 minutes
based on the topic covered and questions arising. There shall be breaks of 25-30
minutes between the sessions.
These sessions will be delivered live online via the ZOOM Meeting Platform.
PART 1: Introduction to Indian Spirituality
Aspects covered: When it comes to Spirituality many words are used and applied,
sometimes in their aptness and sometimes due to compulsions of vocabulary.
Energy, resonance, circle of life, eternity, bliss…… even “Chakra” or “Yoga” are
examples. This part of the course introduces the participants to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The true understanding of terminology used in the spiritual context
A methodical approach to understanding the human construct
An integrative view of the functioning of human life
The continuum of life energy and consciousness
The process of death and after death transactions
The precision in rebirth - within and beyond the time-space constructs
Influences of energy patterns – within and beyond the physical body
The possibilities of intervention and conscious action
Appreciation of how new sciences reflect ancient wisdom

PART 2: Garbha Vijnana - Ancient Indian Spiritual Womb Science
“Garbhopanishad” is an ancient text written by the Sage Pippalada and dates back to
thousands of years. The exact date of the scripture is unknown but it is established
that it is a minimum of 6500 years old! It describes Embryology with precision and
is a marvel in terms of its detailing. This knowledge is revealed as it would if an
unborn could speak its experiences starting from the period before conception up to
the point of being delivered into this world!!!
Part 2 of this course covers:
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1. The transition in the spirit world and entry into Human-birth-ready realms
through consolidation of the framework of Human Birth
2. Choosing the entry point – Womb, Family, Geography, Culture, Destiny, Time
and other selection criteria for birth by the birth-ready spirit
3. Formation of the Spiritual Heart which then guides conception
4. Development in the post conception and prenatal period in phases
5. Spiritual psychology on the onset and overcoming of progressive foetal
depression and the influence of implicit memory
6. Astro psychology and cosmic influences during prenatal stages
7. Birth and amnesic effect
8. Guidance to parents and educators on the purpose of life that was
established by the baby for itself while in the womb
9. Infancy as a continuation of what happens in the Womb
PART 3: Omnio Blessings Before Birth Practices
Aspects covered: Wisdom is knowledge in application. The techniques of applying
spiritual knowledge through simple and effective practices is called “Tantra” in
Sanskrit. In this part of the course, Babaji empowers PPN Educators to incorporate
OBBB practices in the following areas of their work:
1. Fertility Invocation: For young girls in puberty to sanctify their Womb.
2. Fertility Conservation: For individuals/couples who are using contraceptives
to block the event of pregnancy.
3. Almost Born: For individuals/couples who seek guidance in healing out of
terminated pregnancies and still births.
4. Soul Invitation: For individuals/couples trying to conceive a child.
5. Towards Birth: For individuals/couples in any stage of pregnancy.
6. Womb to World: For individuals/couples going through child birth.
PART 4: Ask the Mentor
Spiritual knowledge-based sessions seem to have a stupefying impact on serious
learners. This leads to a numbing influence on the ability to come up with questions
or related thoughts during the period of an ongoing class. In order to facilitate afterthoughts, related queries and idea sharing, OBBB program has within its fold, an
exclusive Q&A / Guidance time with the mentor.
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Participants could take part in these 1-hour sessions with the mentor after the
sessions. Two “Ask-the-Mentor” sessions will be conducted during so that there is
enough time for reflection and rumination. Where needed, one-on-one sessions
could also be facilitated. It has been observed that serious students often require a
month of time in average to chew the cud and get back.
Schedule: The BBB course offers pre- recorded classes along with live sessions
scheduled for one on one interaction with the Mentor.
Who can participate :
 PPN Practitioners around the world
 Students of PPNE Course (past and present)
 Serious seekers and students of Prenatal and Early Childhood Sciences
Course Fee : Rs. 25,000 /- + 18% GST charges
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